The Suzuki and Conway groups were constructed from the sixdimensional complex representation of a central extension of Z § by PSU4(3) in [2] . In fact, if Q is the rational number field, V -3 = \Z3i = w-ûf 1 w = ( -l + -\/3i)/2 } and w 8 = l, then the following unitary matrices Mi, • • • , MQ generate a central extension H of Ze by the Suzuki group of order 2 13 3 7 5 2 7(11)(13) :
The following denote permutation matrices where our 12 variables are Xi, 2 3)(1' 2' 3')(4' 5' 6'), 6)(1' 2' 3') (4' 6' 5'), 6) (4' 3' 2')(1' 6' 5'), l')(5 4' 4) (6 5' 6'). In fact, when this lattice has its scale shrunk by a factor (2/9) 1/2 , we get a unimodular lattice in which every squared length is an even integer greater than two.
Our construction gives three large subgroups of the 12-dimensional group H. and second as the subgroup fixing a pa.r of imprimitivity. The third large subgroup of H is the subgroup L fixing a lattice point close to the origin. As H is transitive on the closest lattice points of <£ to the origin L can be shown to have the same order as PSUÖ (2) . Also, L and PSUÖ (2) have the subgroup Z 3 XPSU4(2) in common. In any event, G is the product of its two subgroups H®U (direct sum of matrices) isomorphic to H, and .2, the subgroup of G fixing a closest lattice point. Also, H is transitive on the second closest lattice points, and G is the product of H@"H with .3, the subgroup of G fixing the second nearest points to the origin. The intersection of these last two factors is 3 5 .PSL(2, 11). Finally, our construction allows us to prove that the simple Suzuki group has outer automorphism group of order two (complex conjugation of the matrix group induces the outer automorphism) and the simple Conway group is complete.
